
Many now claim “we’ve had enough of experts” but Jericho does not agree. In 
what some are calling the post-ethical age, where ugly populism and dis-
information abound, expertise, evidence and professionalism are needed more 
than ever.

Jericho is committed to the principle of “wise crowds” – communities of 
stakeholders that embrace diversity and dissent across business, government 
and civil society and support outside-in thinking. Wise crowds help leaders and 
organisations escape their usual echo chambers and the sterile thinking that 
prevails in narrow corridors of old power. Real insights and better policy-
making are not the preserve of the few. This approach is reflected in Jericho 
programmes on tax; the digital economy; housing, transport & infrastructure; 
Adult Social Care; charity & philanthropy; and the future of work.

Jericho is also committed to the practice of 45º Change, where top-down 
meets bottom-up. Here, meaningful shifts towards a better society can 
catalyse. Leaders and organisations cannot talk about Amazon workers or 
Deliveroo riders without talking with them also. Voice and representation must 
be open and fair for all.

Jericho's People’s Forums bring this thinking to life – providing compelling 
insights, powerful data and robust accountability models. They bridge the 
historic chasm between so-called elites and the “masses”; employers and 
employees; companies and customers. They are carefully constructed and 
statistically relevant. New coalitions emerge. The outcomes include more 
resonant narratives; deeper internal and external engagement; rich content; 
better policies, actions and behaviours 
for all.

People’s Forums

Re-thinking engagement. Real insight and 
accountability programmes for communications, 
leadership & trust. From the front-line, not just the 
Boardroom.

We convene events of 50-
80 real people recruited 
from all walks of life, 
together forming a “wise 
crowd”. We cover the 
spectrum of political 
allegiance, age, 
background, personal 
outlook and behaviours 
gathering as broad a 
canvass of views and 
attitudes as possible 
though tailored to specific 
client/ organisation needs.

Starting from discussions on individuals’ existing views, we 
introduce “influencers” and “experts” to provide additional 
information and viewpoints to allow us to explore real-time 
reactions to new thinking and ideas. A key point is that 
everyone is exposed to the same material, and gets to discuss 
it with their peers. We use a variety of mechanisms to 
capture the content including: objective moderation, video, 
audio, and real-time voting.

Moderators use written notes and 
multi-media data as the basis for 
robust subsequent analysis to uncover 
insights – including how information is 
received, understood, and ideas 
generated as a result – as the basis for 
subsequent action planning. Video 
footage provides a powerful output for 
a wider audience to be able to see the 
real-world views in action and 
responses to existing and new ideas.

Working with client teams, we collaborate to develop plans 
that allow organisations to close the gap between perceived 
and “real” worlds plus “words” and “actions” – developing 
tailored plans. These often take the form of revised principles 
and behaviours and ultimately accountability (and a 
mechanism to measure it) to the wise-crowd that seeks 
meaningful change.
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• Activism
• Participation
• Accountability
• Dissent
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